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桌上遊戲 Board Game 

桌遊照片 名稱 數量 

 

哆寶  DOBBLE Qty: 4 sets 

Dobble, a visual perception card game suitable for ages 6 and up in 

which players race to find the one matching image between one card and 

another. The images may be different sizes and placed on any part of the 

card, making them difficult to spot. The circular cards feature an 

assortment of colorful images of everyday items. Every card is unique 

and has only one picture in common with every other card in the deck. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TfDH0Rnpyc 

 

拉密  Rummikub Qty: 1 set 

Players take turns placing numbered tiles in runs (consecutive numbers 

of the same color, like 2, 3, 4 in red) and groups (three or more of the 

same number in different colors, like a red 9, a blue 9, and a black 9), 

rummy style. It's easy to learn, but packed with strategy--the "board" 

changes all the time as players adjust the tiles on the table. The Joker 

tiles add to the fun; they can be any color or number. The object is to be 

the first player to play every tile on your rack. Players keep track of who 

wins each round--the player who wins the most rounds wins this time-

tested tile game (there's also a point system for use as a tie-breaker). 

When students play, it reinforces STEM and STEAM concepts such as 

sequencing, pattern recognition, and planning skills. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSuVZtTrPU8 

 

妙語說書人  Dixit Qty: 1 set 

In this award-winning board game, players will use the beautiful imagery 

on their cards to bluff their opponents and guess which image matches 

the story.  

Guessing right is only half the battle to really succeed, you’ll have to get 

your friends to decide that your card tells the story! Every turn, the 

storyteller will call out a short phrase or word to match the image on his 

card. Then each player will choose the card that most closely matches 

that phrase, and then everyone must guess which card the storyteller saw 

when he invented his brief tale. Correctly guess the storytellers card, and 

you’ll move ahead. Convince everyone else that your card is best, and 

you’ll do even better. Dixit will appeal to anyone with an imagination. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qi4MoW6NuaQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8TfDH0Rnpyc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wSuVZtTrPU8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qi4MoW6NuaQ


 

從前從前  Once Upon a Time Qty: 1 set 

Once Upon a Time is the award-winning storytelling card game that 

encourages creativity and collaborative play. One player is the 

Storyteller, and begins telling a story using the fairytale elements on her 

Story cards, guiding the plot toward her Ending Card. The other players 

use their own cards to interrupt her and become the new Storyteller. The 

winner is the first player to use all her Story Cards and play her Ending 

Card. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vbA7Bk6-pI 

 

香蕉拚字 Bananagrams Qty: 1 set 

 ENTERTAINING AND EDUCATIONAL – While this game is easy 

to play, Bananagrams is also educational. Teach your students how to 

spell words and have fun at the same time. 

 Players race against each other to build crossword grids 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilVkS1T8T5k 

 

創意編字  KnitWit Qty: 1 set 

Craft your own word categories using loops and spools then find playful 

answers that match as many categories as possible. The more categories 

you match, the more points you score! Who will be quick enough to grab 

the bonus buttons? Every point counts when victory only hangs by a 

thread. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwVYG9ye-R0 

 

機密代碼  Codenames Qty: 2 sets 

Two rival spymasters know the secret identities of 25 agents. Their 

teammates know the agents only by their codenames. The teams compete 

to see who can make contact with all of their agents first. Spymasters 

give one-word clues that can point to multiple words on the table. Their 

teammates try to guess words of their color while avoiding those that 

belong to the opposing team. And everyone wants to avoid the assassin. 

The game works very well with 4 players if you prefer to guess without 

help. Or you can add more players if you prefer lively discussion. There 

is also a cooperative variant where a single team tries to achieve the 

highest score they can by playing against the game itself. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emlI43ZE9-c 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vbA7Bk6-pI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilVkS1T8T5k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwVYG9ye-R0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emlI43ZE9-c


 

TableTopics Qty: 1 set 

These engaging questions inspire the best kinds of conversation. 

TableTopics conversation starters help make entertaining stress-free. 

Good food, good friends and great conversation. What could be better? 

No rules – just great conversation. Have fun and discover something new 

about your family, friends and even yourself! Sample questions: What’s 

the most beautiful place you’ve ever seen? Is it more important to be 

book smart or street smart? What do you love about your hometown? If 

you could have front row seats to any concert who would you like to 

see? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPAvvKgzS-Y 

 

疊疊樂  Jenga Qty: 1 set 

It's the classic block-stacking, stack-crashing game of Jenga. How will 

you stack up against the law of gravity? Stack the wooden blocks in a 

sturdy tower, then take turns pulling out blocks one by one until the 

whole stack crashes down. Is your hand steady enough to pull out the 

last block before the tower collapses 

 

有口難言  Taboo Qty: 1 set 

Taboo, the laugh out loud, out-of-your-seat game of forbidden words. In 

the Taboo game, you need to get your team to guess the secret word, but 

the obvious clues are strictly off-limits. To get your team to say pinball, 

would you say arcade, game, flippers, tilt or roll? In this game you can't 

because all of those words are strictly forbidden. Get your team to guess 

as many words as you can while you race against the clock. But watch 

out; if you say a forbidden word, the other team will "squeak" you and 

you lose the word. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QeA4nrcQV0 

 

故事骰 Rory's Story Cubes Qty: 1 set 

There are infinite ways to play with Rory's Story Cubes. You can play 

solitaire or with others. Here are some suggested uses: Party game or ice-

breaker, Literacy development, Speaking skills; listening skills, Creative 

inspiration, Mental workout, Problem solving. Rory's Story Cubes is a 

pocket-sized creative story generator, providing hours of imaginative 

play for all ages. With Rory's Story Cubes, anyone can become a great 

storyteller and there are no wrong answers. Simply roll the cubes and let 

the pictures spark your imagination! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkABPEPItsw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPAvvKgzS-Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QeA4nrcQV0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkABPEPItsw


 

拚字  Scrabble Qty: 1 set 

You'll need to rely upon every word skill you have to make the most of 

only seven letters at a time. With a little luck, you might just get the 

highest scoring word of the game. Everyone starts out with a hand of 

seven letter tiles. Starting from the center of the crossword-style board, 

the first player uses their tiles to make word. Build upon each word, 

crossword style. Gain points from each tile along with bonus squares on 

the board such as the coveted triple word score. Make the most of each 

letter to become the Scrabble champ! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1KgvZwwJqo 

 

禁忌之島 Forbidden Island Qty: 1 set 

 Be the first team to breach the borders of the Archeans' ancient 

mystical empire 

 Locate the Earth Stone, the Statue of the Wind, the Crystal of Fire, 

and the Ocean's Chalice before the Island sinks 

 Find the treasures through collaborative play and teamwork 

 Stimulates problem-solving and strategic skills 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxG_ahmF1uM 

 

語破天機 Concept Qty: 2 sets 

Discover a new means of communication in Concept, an easy-to-learn 

but frequently challenging party game. Using a board covered in icons, 

you and your fellow players attempt to silently convey concepts such as 

'Dinosaur', 'Eiffel Tower', or 'Sigmund Freud'. 

Each player takes a turn conveying a concept as the others guess at it. 

You can compete as individuals or in teams, and you can play until a 

player or team collects twelve lightbulb-shaped victory tokens, or you 

can keep going as long as you like. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFPYiUaGJNk 

 

東海道 TOKAIDO Qty: 1 set 

Each player is a traveler crossing the "East sea road", one of the most 

magnificent roads of Japan. While traveling, players will meet people, 

taste fine meals, collect beautiful items, and discover great panoramas 

and visit temples and wild places. At the end of the day, when everyone 

has arrived at the end of the road you'll have to be the most initiated 

traveler – which means that you'll have to be the one who discovered the 

most interesting and varied things. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pipFRzGYgdk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1KgvZwwJqo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxG_ahmF1uM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFPYiUaGJNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pipFRzGYgdk


 

脫口而出 Blurt Qty: 1 set 

 Listen to a definition and race to respond! The first player to "Blurt" 

correctly moves ahead on the game board. Make it around first and 

you win! 

 Brain-boosting Blurt helps develop auditory comprehension, word 

recall, and vocabulary! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FgkfZ27IduY 

 

5秒規則 5 Second Rule Qty: 1 set 

 Pick a card, read the seemingly easy topic, then start the timer! Now 

with only 5 seconds to name 3 things that fit the topic, it doesn't 

seem so easy! 

 The twisted timer makes a fun "zoooooop!" sound as the marbles 

race down 

 Pick a card, read the seemingly easy topic, then start the timer! Now 

with only 5 seconds to name 3 things that fit the topic, it doesn't 

seem so easy! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6tOhRakKwI 

 

The Game of Things Qty: 1 set 

 To start, you just pick a card, read it aloud and ask others to respond 

with any answer that comes to mind 

 Humor in a box 

 Read the hilarious topics and write down your answers, then try and 

guess who said what 

 For 4 or more players 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hYhC3LFv6bc 

 

禁制的荒漠  Forbidden Desert Qty: 1 set 

A legendary flying machine is buried deep in the ruins of an ancient 

desert city and it's up to you to coordinate with your team mates and find 

it. Forbidden Desert is an interactive board game that encourages 

teamwork, problem solving and the wise use of resources. Will you 

survive the scorching heat of the desert, find the flying machine and 

escape? Test your luck and see with this exciting adventure game. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMLP0gn4I6k 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FgkfZ27IduY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6tOhRakKwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hYhC3LFv6bc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMLP0gn4I6k


 

超級驚奇  Super Big Boggle Qty: 1 set 

A super-sized 6x6 grid including the NEW double letter cube and NEW 

blank cube! Thirty-six letter cubes and a 4-minutes timer provide a fresh 

challenge with every game! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ancklZleUtg 

 

蘋果派對  Apples to Apples Qty: 1 set 

Select The Card From Your Hand That You Think Is Best Described By 

A Card Played By The Judge 

Each Round Is Filled With Surprising And Outrageous Comparisons 

From A Wide Range Of People, Places, Things And Events 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fgCEMFSF_Q 

 

心靈圖解任務 PicWits Qty: 1 set 

 How to Play:  Each round is filled with surprising and comical 

comparisons from a wide range of people, places, things and events. 

 With a new judge every round, tailoring your photo card to perfectly 

fit the personality of each player makes for one hilarious game! 

 RULES: Your photo card will be assessed against the cards of your 

competitors; the match-ups can be literal or ludicrous, accurate or 

outrageous. If the judge picks your card, you win the round! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOPQcp6OTp0 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ancklZleUtg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fgCEMFSF_Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOPQcp6OTp0

